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This case returns to us after we ordered that an insurer be allowed to argue on appeal a

choice-of-law issue that its insured had waived.   The court of appeals sustained the insurer’s point,1

finding that Louisiana law applied because it was the place the contract was performed and was

impliedly chosen by the parties.  While we disagree with those reasons, we agree with the court’s

ultimate conclusion that Louisiana law applies and that remand is required.  Accordingly, we affirm.

I. Background

Sonat Exploration Company and Cudd Pressure Control, Inc. signed a Master Service

Agreement in May 1998 to govern oilfield services Cudd was to perform for Sonat.  The agreement
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contemplated operations in at least four places, and specified the law for three of them.  It required

each company to indemnify the other for claims brought by their respective employees.  It also

required on jobs in Louisiana that Cudd name Sonat as an additional insured on its insurance

policies.

In October 1998, an explosion at one of Sonat’s Louisiana wells killed seven workers,

including four Cudd employees.  When the survivors of those four sued Cudd and Sonat in Texas,

Sonat demanded indemnity but Cudd refused it.  Sonat also demanded coverage as an additional

insured from Cudd’s insurer, Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company, and again was refused.  Sonat

filed an indemnity claim against Cudd in the survivors’ suit, and a separate lawsuit asserting claims

against Lumbermens as an additional insured and alternatively against Cudd for failing to name

Sonat as an additional insured.

Sonat and Cudd jointly settled with one of the four Cudd employees, but could not agree on

settlement amounts for the other three.  Eventually Sonat alone paid about $28 million to settle those

claims, for which it seeks indemnity from Cudd.  

The trial court found the parties’ indemnity agreement enforceable under Texas law, and after

a jury found a reasonable settlement would have been $20,719,166.74, the trial court entered

judgment in that amount for Sonat and against Cudd.  Cudd filed a notice of appeal, and

Lumbermens as its insurer posted $29 million as security.  

II. The Choice-of-Law Appeals

Before filing its appellate brief, Cudd signed a Rule 11 agreement with Sonat waiving its

argument that Louisiana law applied, in return for which Sonat agreed to nonsuit its separate contract
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suit.  When the court of appeals refused to allow Lumbermens to intervene to assert Louisiana law,

we granted mandamus relief, noting that otherwise the Rule 11 agreement might allow Cudd to

“foist[] liability for uninsured claims onto its insurer.”  2

On remand, the court of appeals agreed with Lumbermens’ arguments and reversed the trial

court’s application of Texas law, and then remanded for unspecified further proceedings.   From that3

judgment, Sonat appeals claiming its indemnity was valid under Texas law; Lumbermens responds

that it was invalid under Louisiana law; and Cudd conditionally appeals claiming it was invalid even

under Texas law.

We need not decide which state’s laws apply unless those laws conflict.   Under Texas law,4

oilfield indemnity clauses are valid if they are mutual and supported by liability insurance.   Under5

Louisiana law, such clauses are invalid if the party seeking indemnity was negligent or strictly

liable.   The parties all agree, as do we, that these laws conflict.6

Choosing the applicable law is obviously a question of law, but the contacts to be considered

may raise a question of fact.   As the trial court made its decision here by summary judgment, we7
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construe all fact questions against the movant (Sonat),  and then review the trial court’s legal8

decision de novo.9

Under Texas choice-of-law rules governing contracts (including oilfield indemnity clauses),

we look to the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws — specifically section 187 for contracts

that contain an express choice of law, and section 188 for those that do not.   Accordingly, we begin10

our analysis with those sections.

III. Did the Parties Choose Louisiana Law?

The parties’ Master Service Agreement contains a detailed choice-of-law provision, but none

of it applies to this case.  The provision states that the governing law will be: (1) maritime law for

operations on navigable waters, and (2) Texas law for operations on land in Texas and New

Mexico.   As the drilling site here was on land in Louisiana, neither circumstance applies.11

Lumbermens argues the parties impliedly chose Louisiana law by two other provisions in the

agreement that refer to work done in Louisiana: (1) a paragraph designating Sonat as a “statutory
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employer” of Cudd’s employees for Louisiana workers compensation coverage;  and (2) an12

attachment requiring Cudd to name Sonat as an additional insured for such work.  The court of

appeals held that because the latter provision is the “only effective way to obtain indemnity” in

Louisiana, it should be treated as a choice by the parties to apply Louisiana law.   We disagree.13

The Restatement recognizes that even if there is no explicit choice of law, use of legal terms

or doctrines peculiar to one state “may provide persuasive evidence that the parties wished to have

this law applied.”   If this case concerned workers compensation, the specific reference to14

Louisiana’s compensation law would undoubtedly require that law to apply.   15

But the indemnity provisions at issue here make no reference to Louisiana law.  To the

contrary, they are printed in all capital letters, which appears to refer to Texas law (as it requires

conspicuous notice ) rather than Louisiana law (as it voids indemnities whether conspicuous or not).16

Nor can we surmise from references to Louisiana operations in two paragraphs that the

parties intended Louisiana law to apply to all the rest.  The Master Service Agreement is 21 pages

long with 92 separately denominated paragraphs; had the parties intended to choose Louisiana law

for all paragraphs rather than just one or two, it is odd they did not say so in some more general way.
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Finally, if the additional-insured provision was an attempt to avoid the effect of Louisiana’s

indemnity law, that is no evidence the parties affirmatively chose to apply it.  Provisions to avoid

the effects of one state’s laws may tell us something about the parties’ expectations (a matter

addressed below), but it can hardly be treated as an affirmative election of that law.

The objectives behind choice-of-law rules generally and the Restatement rules in particular

“may best be attained in multistate transactions by letting the parties choose the law to govern the

validity of the contract and the rights created thereby.”   But the parties must make that choice17

themselves.  As the parties here failed to choose one law for all purposes in Louisiana, we must

determine the applicable law on other grounds.

IV. What Law Applies in Multistate Contracts?

Restatement section 188 provides that “an issue in contract [is] determined by the local law

of the state which, with respect to that issue, has the most significant relationship to the transaction

and the parties.”   In making that decision, we take into account the contacts listed in section 18818

and the principles listed in section 6.19

A.  The Section 188 Contacts

Section 188 lists five contacts to be taken account: (a) the place of contracting, (b) the place

of negotiation, (c) the place of performance, (d) the location of the subject matter, and (e) the
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domicile, place of incorporation, and place of business of the parties.   As will often be the case with20

multistate contracts, in this case those contacts point in few (or perhaps too many) directions.  

The place of contracting is technically Texas, as the last signature was added there.   But21

neither the place of contracting nor the place of negotiation is significant when (as occurred here)

the parties conduct both from offices in different states.   Nor is the location of the subject matter22

significant when the parties contemplate services in several different states.   Nor is the place of23

incorporation significant, as nothing suggests these two Delaware corporations ever contemplated

oilfield work there.   24

Cudd’s place of business is arguably significant because oilfield indemnity statutes are

intended to protect contractors from unfair bargaining.   But that place is itself unclear.  The Master25
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Service Agreement lists an Oklahoma address for Cudd.  Cudd filed a February 2000 affidavit by

its president swearing that its principal place of business was in Louisiana.  Sonat found and filed

a June 1999 affidavit from the same officer in a different lawsuit swearing that “nearly all of the

higher level management decisions” are made in Georgia, that “the company generally advertises

within the industry that its main office is located in Houston,” and that “[m]ost of the department

heads are located either in Houston (engineering) or Houma, Louisiana (accounting, payroll and risk

management).”  Suffice it to say that Cudd’s place of business appears to be flexible.

This leaves only the place of performance.  The court of appeals found this contact

dispositive,  relying on our opinion in Maxus Exploration Co. v. Moran Bros., Inc.   In Maxus, we26 27

held that section 196 of the Restatement makes the place of performance of “paramount importance”

with respect to service contracts.   We reserved in Maxus the question whether the place of28

performance is where the drilling or the suing takes place.   29

But section 196 applies only to service contracts involving a single state; it does not apply

to contracts like this one contemplating services in many states:
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The rule [of section 196] applies if the major portion of the services called for by the
contract is to be rendered in a single state and it is possible to identify this state at
the time the contract is made. It is necessary that the contract should state where the
major portion of the services is to be rendered or that this place can be inferred either
from the contract’s terms or from the nature of the services involved or from other
circumstances. For this reason, the rule of this Section is unlikely to aid in the
determination of the law . . .  when the work called for by the contract can be done
in any one of two or more states.30

As no single state would have “loomed large” in the parties’ minds when signing this agreement,31

the contacts analysis suggests only that the law of several states might apply. 

B.  The Section 6 Principles

The Restatement lists seven non-exclusive factors to be considered in determining the

applicable law.   But it deems one of them most significant in contract cases: “Protection of the32

justified expectations of the parties is the basic policy underlying the field of contracts.”   Enforcing33

contracts according to their own terms satisfies the relevant policies of the forum,  enhances34

certainty, predictability, and uniformity of result, and facilitates commerce and relations with other
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states and nations.   Accordingly, the parties’ expectations as stated in their contract should not be35

frustrated by applying a state law that would invalidate the contract, at least not unless those

expectations are substantially outweighed by the interests of the state with the invalidating rule.36

As already noted, for work in Louisiana the parties expressly provided that Sonat would be

covered (at its own expense) as an additional insured under Cudd’s insurance policies.  Why insert

this special provision applicable only to Louisiana jobs?  Additional-insured agreements are common

and enforceable in other places too.   The only explanation is that the parties expected their cross-37

indemnities might not be enforceable there.

Sonat argues that the additional-insured provision was inserted simply to make sure

indemnity occurred — that it was merely a belt-and-suspenders provision.  But both belt and

suspenders are unnecessary unless a person expects trouble with one of them.  While we agree the

parties expected Sonat to be indemnified one way or the other, including this provision solely for

Louisiana jobs suggests they also expected trouble enforcing their indemnities in such cases.

Sonat points out that the Restatement urges courts to avoid applying a law that would

invalidate the parties’ contract, even if the parties had specifically picked it,  and argues that38
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Louisiana law would invalidate the cross-indemnities here.  But that is not entirely true; Louisana

law would invalidate Sonat’s indemnity only if Sonat was negligent or strictly liable,  an issue that39

has never been decided.  Similarly, Texas law would partially invalidate these unlimited indemnities

by limiting them to the agreed amount of insurance coverage.   Thus, we can avoid all invalidating40

rules only by avoiding both Texas and Louisiana law.  No party suggests we go that far. 

We do not hold today that Louisiana law should cover all indemnity disputes stemming from

oilfield accidents there.  When a contract involves oilfield work in many states, sophisticated parties

should generally be free to designate the law that will govern their relationship and have that choice

respected.   But the parties here chose no law for Louisiana jobs, and included an additional-insured41

provision that would have been superfluous had they expected their indemnities to be enforceable

in such cases.  Because contracts should be governed by the law the parties had in mind when the

contract was made,  we hold in these circumstances that Louisiana law applies.42

V. Did Cudd Waive Application of Louisiana Law?
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Sonat argues that even if Louisiana law applies, Cudd should not benefit from such a holding

because, in accordance with their Rule 11 agreement, Cudd never asserted that issue on appeal.  In

the unique circumstances here, we disagree.

It is of course true that an appellate court cannot reverse on a ground an appellant has never

raised.   But while Cudd did not raise the choice-of-law issue, Lumbermens did so on its behalf.43

Lumbermens does not appear here on its own behalf, as it has neither sued nor been sued by anyone;

instead, it stands in the shoes of its insured.  As we noted in the earlier original proceeding, under

the doctrine of virtual representation Lumbermens is not technically intervening as a separate party,

but “is already deemed to be a party.”   While insurer and insured are asserting different legal44

theories regarding choice of law, both still share the identity of interest created by their insurance

contract.   45

Moreover, we believe the result would be the same even if we treated Cudd and Lumbermens

as separate parties on appeal.  Generally, reversal in favor of a party that appealed does not require

reversal in favor of another who did not.   But an exception applies when the rights of appealing and46

nonappealing parties “are so interwoven or dependent on each other as to require a reversal of the
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entire judgment.”   For example, when only one government agency successfully appealed an47

expunction decision, we held the reversal must also apply to other agencies that failed to appeal,

because leaving a criminal record at some agencies but not others would provide neither party “full

and effective relief.”  48

The same is true here: if Cudd is still bound to the trial court judgment, so is Lumbermens

as its liability insurer.   Sonat has not asserted a direct action in this case against Lumbermens;  but49 50

it can recover against Lumbermens if it can recover against Cudd.   The $29 million Lumbermens51

pledged to secure the trial court judgment during this appeal is payable to Sonat unless Lumbermens’

successful appeal applies not just to itself but also to its insured.   The exception extending reversals52

to nonappealing parties has most often been applied when indemnity claims or other dependent

claims are involved,  which is precisely the case here. 53
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We understand Sonat’s complaint that it is unfair to let Cudd escape the burden of its Rule

11 agreement while Sonat cannot.  But as recognized before, Sonat and Cudd intended this

agreement to shift all potential liability to Cudd’s insurer.   In some circumstances, such agreements54

are against public policy and unenforceable.   While we have no occasion to question that agreement55

here, we think Sonat’s complaint of unfairness is outweighed by the requirements that an insurer

must act in good faith on behalf of its insured.

VI. Should We Remand or Render?

Finally, Cudd complains that the court of appeals should have rendered judgment against

Sonat’s indemnity claim rather than remanding for further proceedings.  But as already noted, neither

the trial court nor the jury found Sonat negligent or strictly liable, and without such a finding the

plain terms of Louisiana’s law do not appear to apply:

Any provision contained in, collateral to, or affecting an agreement pertaining to a
well for oil, gas, or water, or drilling for minerals which occur in a solid, liquid,
gaseous, or other state, is void and unenforceable to the extent that it purports to or
does provide for defense or indemnity, or either, to the indemnitee against loss or
liability for damages arising out of or resulting from death or bodily injury to persons,
which is caused by or results from the sole or concurrent negligence or fault (strict
liability) of the indemnitee, or an agent, employee, or an independent contractor who
is directly responsible to the indemnitee.56
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We recognize that in 1988 the Fifth Circuit made an Erie-guess that a settlement (like

Sonat’s) precluded indemnity claims under Louisiana’s oilfield indemnity law.   Since then, at least57

two Louisiana intermediate appellate courts have held otherwise.   The Fifth Circuit has stuck to58

its position under an internal rule that it must follow its own precedent until the state’s highest court

has ruled on the matter.   As we are not bound by that rule, we apply what appears to be the plain59

meaning of the statute and the rulings of Louisiana’s own courts.

In the course of arguing that Texas law should apply, Sonat has argued that Louisiana law

would void its indemnity.  But it has never conceded negligence; to the contrary, its settlement

documents specifically denied any liability.  As we have rejected Sonat’s conclusion that Louisiana

law would inevitably void its indemnity, we decline to use that argument against it and hold that it

waived any dispute regarding negligence.

Accordingly, although we disagree with the court of appeals’ reasoning, we affirm its

judgment reversing the application of Texas law and remanding to the trial court for further

proceedings applying Louisiana law.

_______________________
Scott Brister
Justice
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